INNOVATIVE ACOUSTIC RESONANCE SYSTEM
OUR PROFILE

- Company Name: EVOSONICS Co., Ltd.
- President: Choe, Jaeyeong
- Establishment: 2013
- Business Range: Hair & Beauty, Sound, and Physical Therapy Equipment
- Capital: 296,000,000 won
- Address: 1-205 Wonju Medical Industry Techno Park, 42-10 Taejanggongdan-gil, Wonju, Gangwon-do, Korea 26311
Based on 10 years working experiences in the field of speaker and sound vibration, we not only develop various sound wave products, but also provide customers healthy, beautiful, and happy life by creating the combination of sound and biology. Not like common massage devices of physical stimulation like Rotary, Motor and Ultrasound, etc. our technology, acoustic resonance, is safer and has no unfavorable side effect and also intensify massage effect by penetrating it deep into the skin. EVOSONICS not only has acoustic resonance massage devices like scalp, skin, & whole body, but also drives to develop innovative acoustic resonance medical devices. EVOSONICS world first acoustic resonance technology grows from beauty to medical equipment.

Acoustic resonance is new, unique, effective technology which we strongly believe could develop into one of the main sources of healthcare device with various aesthetic applications.
OUR VISION

Let your customers create abundance and happiness of the value
OUR MISSION

Challenge

Impossible to change reality
It is pioneering the future with
enthusiasm and ambition.

Creation

To constantly explore
new ways to create
the best value.

Collaboration

To achieve the best
performance and cooperation
based on trust and respect.

Base Technology
Acoustic Resonance

Healthcare Device
Acoustic Stimulator

Medical Equipment
Acoustic Massager

Acoustic Physical Therapy

Acoustic Brain cell Activator

~ 2014

~ 2018

~ 2020

~ 2022

Corporate Identity

Global Acoustic R&D Company

Strategic Alliance

PHILIPS

Panasonic
OUR TECHNOLOGY: ACOUSTIC RESONANCE

- Sound using 20Hz ~ 20KHz frequency
- Delivers natural sound wave to skin, muscle, ligament, tendon, bones, and joints efficiently and comfortably
OUR TECHNOLOGY: ACOUSTIC RESONANCE

Normal motor vibration
Rotary motion

Acoustic Resonance
Various patterns by Frequency
OUR TECHNOLOGY: ACOUSTIC RESONANCE

1. Before Exercise
Unhealthy environment of lumped cells and it results in prevention of nutrients delivery into cells and it may cause various kinds of diseases.

2. After 10 minutes of Exercise
Cells are free from lumped status and very activated so it means nutrients delivers well into cells.

3. After 10 minutes of Exercise & 5 minutes of Break
Each cell is clearly free and individually moving it means much more nutrients are delivered into cells and it is very good and healthy circumstances for cells.

Effect on blood cell by acoustic resonance vibration from Dr. Jacob Swelling, U.S
LICENCES & CERTIFICATES
LICENSES & CERTIFICATES
MAGIC SCALP

- Patent registered
- On-aired sound scalp massage to GS Home-shopping in 2014 & 2015
- Supplied 1,000 sets to L'Oreal Korea Kerastase in May, 2015
- U.S FDA & FCC registered
- Supplied 500 sets to U.S memorial hospitals in 2016
DR. SPA PRO

Experience for a healthy & beautiful life

• WORLD FIRST ACOSTIC RESONANCE MASSAGE DEVICE
• Launched in December, 2013
• Supplied 150 sets to domestic esthetic spas in January, 2015
• Supplied 500 sets to domestic beauty & hair shops in June, 2015
• Controllable (vs. motor/electronic system)
• OEM supplier
DR.SPA PERSONAL

- WORLD FIRST ACOUSTIC RESONANCE MASSAGE DEVICE
- Launched in December, 2018
- Using 7 different probes at home, you can easily massage from head to toe.
- Controllable (vs. motor/electronic system)
DR.SPA PRO STAND

- Launched in January, 2015
- Supplies to domestic best spas & plastic surgery hospitals
- Open Dr. Spa training courses at COMONDE Beauty Academy in Seoul
- Controllable (vs. motor/electronic system)
SONIC SPA

- **WORLD FIRST ACOUSTIC RESONANCE MASSAGE CHAIR**

- Launched in September, 2015
- Market: Hyundai Department Store (located in Seoul trade Center & Pangyo) & Shinsegae Department Store in Incheon
- Considering alliance with Ceragem Co., Ltd. & Inadafamily Co., Ltd.
- Three patent registers/Certificate of trademark registration (Sonic Spa)
Launched in 2013
Supplied 400 sets to domestic markets in 2014
Efficiency and comfort improvement by new design in 2015
Plan for mass production from the beginning of May, 2016
CURRENT R&D PROJECTS

- Completed the product mockup and displayed in Cosmoprof Bologna, Italy in March, 2016.
- Galvanic treatment stimulated by acoustic resonance
- Bluetooth sound therapy system
- Accelerate cosmetic absorption as well as massaging unused muscles on face
- Provides effective face cleansing & lifting at once
CURRENT R&D PROJECTS

- Complete the product mockup by May, 2016
- Bluetooth sound therapy system
- A sound wave device with strong sound pressure distribution
- After registering senior-friendly products, target a public procurement market
- After U.S FDA registration, plan to supply the products to U.S memorial hospitals
We are creating miracles with you together!